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Wednesdey, May 31, 1950
TIME IS RUNNING OUT ON lv'iAN
Arnold H. Lowe
Some things ought to be said to young men and young women at commencement
time which reach beyond the trivial. Life is so full of commonplaces that one need
not belabor them at an hour which ought to hold a peculiar and lasting significance.
I want then to speak about some things which are the burning concern of every man and
woman in our time.
History has crowded us into a fateful moment when man is faced with an eternal
problem. Again, as often before, he must choose what kind of world he wants to live
in. He must decide what manner of man he wants to be. He must say where he will
stand. How pleasant it would be to be free from the burden of decision; not to have
to say "Yes" or 11 No"; 11 I will" or II I will not." If only we could q_uiet our hearts
and our minds by evading the issue and saying, "Tomorrow, but not today. 11 But life
is not like· that for any of us. Not for Hamlet with his sick mind, moaning, "To be
or not to be. 11 Not for Felix, who, hearing the .Apostle Paul, shut the door and
blustered, "When I have a more convenient season, I will hear thee. 11 But, oh, lI\Y
soul, he was so wrong. There are some things which we must do today. We cannot
wait; we cannot escape. Sooner or later, time runs out on us.
For all men, but especially for us Americans, these are times of decision.
We are today standing on a watershed. We have always known the kind of world we
wanted. It is a world where Christian ideals and virtues become the stuff of which
our lives are made. It is a world where freedom is a man's political virtue and
moral achievement. It is a world where a man prides himself on an honest day's work
and looks with disdain upon paternalism; where the fruits of science are dedicated
to the physical and moral well-being of mankind. It is a world where a man's success
is not measured by the wealth of accumulations but by the dignity of character he
breeds into his sons and daughters.
That world is still possible. It may still be ours. But we must choose-now. If we will not choose, our dreams will be shattered. Tomorrow may be too late,
for there are other forces at work.
Science rushes on impersonally, without thought of right or wrong, to make a
new world. It will be a world of seconds and pressure and passionless speed. Science
does not wait. It brings its truth whenever it finds it. But the hope that science
will give us a good world is a slender thread. Science will give us a modern world,
comfortable and efficient, but it will leave our hearts as cold as a winter moon.
Therefore, we must decide.
Secular forces a.re swirling about us. There is a political philosophy which
promises, beyond the security we need, leisure and ease and free gifts for all. But
in the hands of unprincipled and self-seeking men, such a philosophy may make of us
pawns and nonentities. Such a :philosophy, in spite of its liberalism and social
advances, m~ tear the pattern of our fair dream world with wars and fears and confusion. Therefore, we must decide.
There is a secular philosophy of education which breeds a materialistic outlook upon life and seeks to make our morals appear outworn with age. It takes the
loftiest religious thoughts which we have inherited and uttered and brands them as
childish and foolish in a world of hard facts. Therefore, we must decide.
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Yes, there are forces at work which may soon strangle our pride. If we want
a world of decency. where good will is the flower of our culture, we must make our
choice. We must make it now. We cannot wait for the drama to unfold and say,
11 Tomorrow we will choose. 11
11 Tomorrow 11 --that is what men said in Russia, but it was
too late, for their Calvary had come. 11 Tomorrow 11 --that is what men said when Hitler
spoke, but it was too late, for their Calvary had come. No, not tomorrow,~.
we must decide what kind of world we want. We have no time to waste. The time is
short. Time is running out on us.
The time is upon us when we must solve the mystery of man. Man is not the
only nwstery in the world, but he is the oldest mystery and the greatest. The progres~
of civilization is a reflection of the manner in which men have solved and handled
the Icy"steries of the universe. Since the beginning, men have traveled the same road:
from raging rivers which drove men to appease angry gods to modern flood control;
from thunder and lightning which sent them to their altars to atone their sins to
power through nuclear fission; from pestilence which seemed to be the work of satanic
forces to new serums and X,...rey therapy; from insane children driven into the forests
by frightened townspeople to understanding care and cure. That has been the road men
have traveled: from mystery to truth, from things which first frightened them and in
the end became instruments for good in their hands. Under patient scrutiny, many
mysteries have been dissolved into noble truth, but not the Icy"stery of man. Man is
still man 1 s greatest mystery.
We think, when the last zcystery of this universe will have been solved, when
we will know what matter and gravity really are and what a man like Einstein might
possibly mean by the unified field theory, when the last disease will have been
conquered, that heaven and earth will be the same. Not yet t Man will not be the
giant killer he thinks he is until the last m.vstery within his own soul will have
been solved.
We know a groat deal about the myst eries of the stellar system, but we do not
know why man always destroys the things he has built at such great cost. That is a
mystery. His cities have been built by the strength of his back, by the skill of his
hands, and by his endless patience. He built them by rivers and by the sea, in
deserts, on high mountains, and in alkali wastes; but alw~s by the skill of his
hands and with endless patience. His works are aflame with genius. His monuments
are witnesses to his faith. The grea~-things which he accomplishes mark his kinship
to God. His moral order is the fruit of a long search for the kind of life which
will let him live peacefully upon the soil he calls his home. Loyalty and justice,
chivalry and compassion, were long in coming. They are the late fIUits upon a tree
that was planted in the long forgotten past. The family grew through the long cycles
of the years, through trials and errors, until one man and one woman found it best
to live together in love and thus provide physical security and spiritual shelter fo.
their children. These things man has built and fashioned; and yet his cities lie
waste; his moral world is shaking at its foundations. Man must cease to destroy what
he has built. His time is short.
The time is near--yes, it is upon us--when we must sacrifice as readily for
the sake of spiritual gain and growth as we sacrifice for material advantage. As
we walk through Westminister Abbey, we go from monument to monument erected to those
who died on the field of battle for the glory of the Empire. We go from tomb to
tomb; there lie those who by their courage and by their deaths made Britain great.
Then at the last we come to the tomb of David Livingstone, who lived and died for
something altogether different. One Livingstone who died for some spiritual gain to
a multitude of others who laid down their lives for a glory which has gathered dust.
One Christ--one lonely Christ--who died for the souls of men to an uncountable host
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who died for new trade lanes, new frontiers, and more political power. The things
for which the manyhave died do pass aw~. The Empire for which they gave their lives
is falling apart. The things for which Livingstone gave his life will be here as
long as men and women breathe in the forests and on the velds of Africa. The things
for which the man died do crumble; the things for which Christ died--will there ever
be an end to them? They will last as long as men must walk and carry their burdens;
they will be here as long as men are pursued by the shadows of their own follies;
they will endure as long as men will seek to bring a bit of heaven to this earth.
Even in our daily lives it is so. We rise to heroic heights in our sacrifices for
material gain; we rarely lift our hands for a great religious cause. How much we
give of time and energy for a bit of glory or prestige; how little we give of time
and energy to make the world a fit place to live in. How much some will give for the
sake of their children's material well-being; how little they will sacrifice for their
children's spiritual welfare. Yes, time is short; time is running out on us.
Ladies and gentlemen, the time is near--yes, it is upon us--when we must rid
ourselves of a false faith in civilization. We have looked upon civilization as
though it were our saviour. We see sci~ntific progress. We see industry go into
high gear. We see commerce reaching out into all the world. In short, we see civilization and reflect that neither religion nor ethics can be of any service to us
in our modern world. How little religion really matters in this world~ Science
matters; science marches on. Industry matters; industry produces. Commerce matters.
commerce reaches out. We m~ have peace today and war tomorrow, and the influence
of the church and the school will be negligible. Perhaps the world would be different
if we had been in earnest about moral and spiritual truth. If only we had given half
as much thought to spiritual and moral factors as we have given to scientific advancement. ours might be a better world. How that haunts and how that accusest
Let us not belittle civilization, but, for God's sake, let us not make another
god of it. Is civilization really so remarkable? I have seon civilization strike
an African village like a plague. How many ills it brought. Yes, it put power lines
through the forest, but it put greed into the hearts of the simple children of the
forest. Yes, it placed hydro-electric plants near great waterfalls, but it brought
venereal diseases which cut down scores of villagos. It built great motor roads
through the jungle, but it gave to these unsophisticated folk a false sense of values.
Savagery never did that; cannibalism never did that; civilization did that. A
civilized man raust say that.
Let us not be deceived by civilization. It has given us brilliance, but
little blessedness. It has brought amazing speed, but few arrivals; skillful means,
but no radiant ends; power of steel, but little power of the spirit; many defenses,
but few securities. Sometimes it seems as though civilization labors so hard and
produces so little. One is reminded of Mark Twain's steamboat on the Mississippi
River. It had an enormous whistle, and every time the whistle blew, it took so
much steam the boat had to stop.
But here let me withdraw from the broad issues of life which litter the stage
today and say something to you personally. Sooner or later a man must choose what
he will do with himself. We know that there is a vast storehouse of strength and
goodness within us that we never use. It lies within us, going to waste, while all
around us, in our homes and business, are men and women starving for the want of it.
A great deal is said these days about men and women living under tension. We are
warned against nervous and physical exhaustion. There is, however, something else
to be said. There is such a thing as being half a man--using only part of one's
moral e~uipment.
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How much of it do we use? Let us not be precipitous in our answer, for the
answer will demand searching of heart and utter honesty. How many of us, within
the last few W8eks, have lived up to our possibilities? How many of us have used
the full measure of our spiritual resources in living our livos?
Test yourself. Take yourself apart. Assume that you are a book. On every
page is written in cold letters one talent which you have, one strength which you
possess, one possibility which is yours. Turn page after page and ask yourself,
"How much of it have I used in my life? How well have I used it ? 11 Here it is
written that you have strength--deep, welling strength. Have you used it? When
have you used it? How much of it have you used? Turn a page: here it is written
that you have persistence--a deep, vital clinging. Have you used it? When did you
last uso it? How much of it have you used? Turn a page: here it is written that
you have patience. Another page, that you have understanding. Another page, that
you have integrity. Still another page, that you have faith. And now your answer.
How far have you lived up to your possioilities? It is enough to shake an honest
man to his foundations, isn't it? Sooner or later you must choose what you will do
with yourself--soon, soon--for time will surely run out on you.
Mey I then send you upon the way with the hope which may well be the prerogativL
of an older man. A few days ago I wrote a letter to my son, who has also come to his
commenceraent time. Three things I asked him to hold dear.

His~. It is not a famous nane, but it is a good name; a name without a
scar and without blemish. I ask you to do this.
His country. It is a good country. There will be those who will besmirch it.
There will be others who will speak ill of it. There will be some who seek to rob
it of its heritage. AlwS¥s stand up for it. It was good to your fathers; it will
be good to you.
His faith. There will be times when doubts will come. Whatever your doubts,
cling to your faith. Without it, homes are mere houses. Without it, life is only
a nerry-go-round. Without it, the road you will walk on will be a crazy jungle path.
And so, ladies and gentlemen, you must choose what kind of world you will want
to live in and what manner of men and women you wish to be. You must choose now-not toQorrow--for sooner or later time will run out on you.

